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Tr-SMPORARY pastures for shoop may be usod ior
all or pari of the grazing season. Their use
makes it possible to tit the tlock into the livestock
farming system with very little change in the usual
methods of producing feed and pasturage for cattle
and swine.
By the use of temporary pastures the ilockmaster
is able to maintain a uniform milk How of the ewes,
which insures rapid development of the lambs to
market size.
The use of temporary pastures assists greatly in
the prevention of infection by stomach worms and
other internal parasites. Frequent changes to new
pasturage can be made and losses by death and
lack of thrift prevented.
A system of temporary pastures for sheep raising
permits the use of lands of low fertility and at the
same time insures a revenue from them without an
expensive outlay for commercial fertilizer. Only
lime, phosphorus, and inoculating material are necessary to enable poor soils to produce legumes.
This bulletin explains the advantages and methods
of using temporary pastures for sheep and gives results of experiments conducted at the Bureau of
Animal Industry experiment farm, Beltsville, Md.
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CROPS USED FOR TEMPORARY PASTURES.
ANY AXXTAL CROPS that ¡uv sown for tin* purpose of being
pastured off before maturity are called teniporarv pastures.1
They may he used as the sole pasture crop for all or for a part of the
o-mxino- season. In the experiments reported in this bulletin the
experimental flock was grazed all the season without the use of permanent grass pasture. The crops were grazed off in the following
order: Fall rye, fall wheat, alfalfa, spring-sown oats and peas, rape,
cowpeas, soy beans, fall barley, and fall wheat.
In many localities fall wheat or rye is grazed during winter and
early spring and then allowed to mature a grain crop. The same
practice is possible with spring-sown cereals, but is less often practicable with cowpeas and soy beans. The temporary pasture crops
suitable for sheep are equally valuable for hogs. In case a crol) is to
be used for both kinds of stock the feed should be kept fresh for the
sheep, either by dividing the field or having the hogs follow the
sheep.
Surplus cereal and legume crops from the pastures can he cured
into first-class winter roughage for sheep.
NUTK.
Ii. U. MiHin. now of tho Montana A.m-icull ura! Collrjio. assist.•«! in tin- early
devclopmont of the oxperimonts ivportod in this Imllotin.
' The occasional pasturin- of a pcrmammi crop like alfalfa is also <mployod in a system

of temporary pastures.
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ADVANTAGES OF TEMPORARY PASTURES.

The use of temporary pastures aids in utilizing the economic peculiarities of sheep. This is true because a succession and a variety
of fresh forage crops produce the maximuin milk flow of the ewe,
and lambs are largely a milk product. The lambs most in demand
at the markets are those that reach a desirable weight and finish
while still sucklings. Returns from the sale of such lambs are the
quickest that can be obtained for a finished product in any line of
livestock raising.
Permanent ¿rrass pastures are well suited to ewes with lambs, but
as the lambs become larger and able to use more milk the feed is
likely to be cut short by dry weather. Special seedin^s of annual
crops at dillerent dates give greater assurance of good milk-producing pasture when most needed. In most parts of the countrw howevei\ lambs can be marketed best before the usual date of dry
weather.
On most high-priced lands a ewe's feed can be produced more
cheaply from annual crops sown to be grazed than on permanent
grass pasture. The extent to which the extra amount and value of
the forage crop will offset the extra costs of fencing, plowing, and
seeding depends upon the value of the land.
PREVENTION OF PARASITES.

Prevention of infection by stomach worms and other internal
parasites is one of the most general and important advantages to be
obtained by using temporar}7 pastures for sheep. Losses bv death
or lacle of thrift are most serious among lambs of flocks that are kept
season after season on old grasslands. With only a few sheep on a
large area of grass which is also pastured by other stock, the danger
is less likely to be serious. With closer grazing by sheep during
several months of each season the danger is increased and is most
serious in sections or in seasons of high temperature and excessive
moisture. Alternating permanent pastures during the season does
not materially lessen the danger.
Though rotation of temporary pastures is the most practicable
means of evading stomach-worm infection, the plan mjuires that
the flock does not go on a field a second time unless the land has
been plowed in the interim or time enough has elapsed to cause the
death of the stomach-worm larvae that are left upon the field grazed
by infected sheep.2
On farms provided with a large number of fields with fences suitable for sheep, a succession of clean temporary pastures can be pro- I X'pïirlniciii of A^rirulUm« ( "ircular 47, " Tho IMvwiition MIK! Tivatinent of Stomach
Worms." «'xplains the drvHopment of these parasites and (ho method of holdhi- them in
check by rotation of pastures.
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vided. In most cases it is more economical and more satisfactory to
provide permanent or movable fences for a number of smaller
pasture lots, on (»ach of which two or three crops can be grown each
season to a stage suitable for grazing. On larger lots a system of
hurdles can be used to permit access to a portion furnishing only
one or two days' feed. It is more satisfactory to have lots of a size
to furnish from 10 to 14 days1 feed for the flock. Two weeks is the
longest time that one piece of ground should be used during the
warmer part of the season. Young lambs are most susceptible to
injury from parasites and are exposed to the least possible danger
if moved to fresh ground at intervals of not more than two weeks.
IMPROVEMENT OF SOIL.

An additional advantage in using temporary pastures for sheep
raising is the improvement of the soil. The greatest demand upon
fertility is avoided by not requiring the crops to mature seed. All
the manure is distributed upon the ground together with all uneaten
parts of the crop, AVith legume forages the gain to soil is especially
valuable and allows production of still larger crops which are again
returned to the land diminished only by the materials contained in
the increased size of lambs or ewes while on that particular crop.
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH TEMPORARY
PASTURES.
A study of the possibilities of sheep raising under a temporary
pasture system was begun in 10lO, when a held of -M) acres at the
Bureau of Animal Industry's experiment farm at Beltsville, Md.,
was set aside to be used exclusively for sheep. The objects and
results of the experiment relate to amount and value of pasturage:
canning capacity and value of various crops: health of sheep: size
of lots and methods of fencing and grazing: eiTect on the land.
AMOUNT AND VALUE OF PASTURAGE.

On the ')<>-aere field used in this experiment siiilicient pasturage
was produced to furnish an average of 505 days' grazing on each acre
for a mature ewe. This is équivalent to about 2 sheep an acre for a
season of 250 days, or 2] sheep for a 200-day period. This pasturage
is much more than could be obtained from perennial grass grown on
land of the character and value of that used in the experiment, but
not more than can be obtained from the best blue-grass pastures.
Good land used for such a succession of temporary pastures should
produce from 50 to 100 per cent more pasturage than was obtained in
this instance.
In a system like this there is not much choice of crops to be used in
different months. It is chiefly necessary to make sure of having one
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crop ready when the preceding one is finished. All the crops used in
1919 stimulated a good flow of milk in the ewes, produced good
growth in the lambs, and, after weaning, put the ewes in good condition for fall breeding.
The ewes and lambs were all purebred Southdowns. Some of the
ewes raising lambs received a half pound of grain each daily until
May 10, and 22 head of ewes in a fall breeding experiment received a
light feed of grain during September and October. All the lambs
were kept for breeding purposes and were fed some grain throughout
the Stimmer. In calculating how far the feed actually produced
would go for grown sheep it was considered that a lamb ate one-

FlG. 1. -Wheat Is a very satisfactory spring forage. Yearling ewes on wheat at Beltsville, Md., March 16, 1917.

fourth as much as a sheep until July 1, and after that one-half as
much. Putting in the crops used in 1919 required 60 acres of plowing
and seeding, a total of S20 hours' work for a man and a team.
Under the conditions of this experiment fall-sown wheat and
spring seedings of oats and peas8 have been most satisfactory for
grazing in spring and early summer. Soy beans are ready for
grazing about the middle of July and furnish most of the feed until
October. In November fall-sown wheat and rye have been used
most, though late seedings of corn and velvet beans were used in
1919. The land is still too poor for rape, a good stand having been
»pats and field peas, sown together at the rate of IJ bushels of each per acre.
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secured in 1919 for the first time on 1| acres that had received an
extra coating of manure.
Two crops were grown in 1919 on each forage lot. In the latitude of southern Maryland three crops can be raised on one-third
the area where the land is used in the manner described.
CARRYING CAPACITY AND USE OF VARIOUS CROPS.

The number of days of grazing from 1 acre of each crop in 1919
was as follows, calculated on its pasture value for one mature ewe.
Days.

Days.

210
Rape
392 Cowpeas
882
Soy beans
319 Alfalfa
2T8
Oats and peas
__ 319 Barley
180
Wheat
309 Rye
Pasturing on wheat and rye began at the same time, April 8.
The wheat continued to be suitable for use until the first week in

FIG.

2.—Lambs In alfalfa, Beltsvllle, Md., July 7, 1917.

May. A second growth was grazed later by a bunch of yearling ewes.
Eye is not relished by the sheep so much as wheat, and heads out
more quickly. In this stage sheep do not eat either leaves or heads
to the same extent that they eat wheat.
Eye is especially valuable for winter grazing in the Southern
States. In winter-wheat sections that crop is grazed in winter and
part of the spring with great advantage to the animals and to the
grain crop as well.
Alfalfa was used in May and again, for ewes, in October. This
crop does not fit well in a temporary pasture system on account of
the likelihood of larvse left on the ground at one grazing infepting
sheep at a later grazing. Cutting one crop for hay before the second
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grazing may reduce this danger, but does not wholly overcome it.
Any such risk; from feeding the cured hay would be slight.
Oats and peas grown together furnish most of the grazing, after
using the wheat, until rape and soy beans are ready. The oats and
peas may be sown early, and seedings at different dates insure later
pasturage that is still succulent and tender. Our first seeding of the
crop in 1919 was on April 6, and it was ready for grazing on May 28.
Rape, as stated, has not been largely used on the land described,
because of the low fertility of the soil. The crop of 1919 was planted
on April KTand required 10 weeks to be ready for pasturage. Plantings made in warmer weather should grow more rapidly, but in midsummer rape becomes bitter and is not relished so much as earlier.
On rich land rape can be the main forage crop from the time the

FIG.

3.—Ewes and lambs In rape, Beltsville, Md., June 20, 1917.

first seeding is ready for use. Well-grown plants withstand a good
deal of frost, and the crop should be useful for extending the grazing
season late into the fall. Lambs require several days to learn to eat
rape readily, and it is an advantage if they can spend a few hours
each day on some other crop until they have learned to like rape.
Bloating rarely occurs in sheep pasturing on rape, but it is well to
see them frequently during the first few days on this crop or in
frosty weather. Eape ordinarily yields better and is grazed with
less waste when planted in drills.
Soy beans in the 1919 rotation of forages were planted from June
11 to August 4. Pasturing of the earliest planting was begun one
month after seeding, though it is usually desirable to allow 5 or 6
weeks between seeding and grazing. This particular crop of 3 acres
carried 66 lambs for 14 days in July and then 70 ewes for another 9
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days. After 25 days there was new growth enough to carry 35
ewes for 18 days. This feature of making new growth after being
grazed is a valuable one in soy beans, ^ and sheep and lambs eat the
crop with great relish.
Cowpeas are planted at the same time as soy beans and grow at
about the same rate. They produce feed similar in amount to that
obtained from soy beans, but are less palatable for lambs, and the
crop does not make so much of a second growth as do soy beans.
The arrangement of the fields used in this experiment, the order of
seeding and grazing the crops, and the amount of pasturage produced are shown in the map of the field in figure 6.

FIG.

4.—Lambs In soy beans, Beltsvllle, Md., July 10, 1917.
HEALTH OF SHEEP.

Prevention of injury by internal parasites is a principal advantage
of providing temporary pastures for sheep under a plan that allows
their going to fresh ground at intervals of not more than 2 weeks.
It is considered that most flocks have some degree of infection of
stomach worms. In warm, moist weather the eggs in the droppings of the older sheep develop in a few days into larvae, which are
especially injurious when taken up by lambs. These larvae are
largely destroyed when land is plowed, and it is for this reason that
plowing is recommended in reseeded land after a crop has been
pastured.
Older sheep are less susceptible than lambs to the effects of stomach
worms. There is less danger in allowing them to remain longer than
2 weeks on the same ground or in using up feed left in fields from
which lambs have been removed. Because of the continued chance
of infection of lambs from grass along fence rows and in unplowed
15637°—21

2
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yards and barn lots complete freedon; from parasites is seldom
obtained.
In pasturing ewes and lambs in our experiments of the last" two
years stomach worms have not been found, except in a few cases
in August and September, and these were overcome by giving the
copper-sulphate treatment. In flocks changed to fresh ground every
2 weeks treatment would seldom, if ever, be needed for lambs mar-

FIG.

5.—Feeding grain to Iambs in an inclosure in the field.
means of a creep.

Lambs have access by

keted in June and July. Temporary pastures on clean land are
particularly useful for ewe lambs retained as breeders, though treatment for parasites may sometimes be advisable and may safely be
used as a precautionary measure.4
The order in which various crops were used and the length of time
spent upon each is shown below for the flock containing the young
lambs and for the lambs alone after the time of weaning.
* Medicinal treatment for stomach worms is described in Department of Agriculture
Circular 47.
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, Field Xo. Acres in
eld.
I'.H'.'.
Apr. Mol!)
Apr. 20 lo L'r',
Apr. 27 lo M;iv .s..
M;iviMo27
May 2.S to.hinc K).
1 uno 11 lo 17
3uno l^to Julv 1-.
JuIVilo 12..:
July i:i to2.")
July 2(11 o St'pi. 11.
Sept. 12 lo Oct. in.
Oct. 1110 2.")
Ocl. 2f)to Nov. :>. .
Nov. r>io2.-.

N'unilter
aflambs.

N'UIHIKT

of.^ves.

Fail when! .
Kv.
WlM-at

Alfalia.
0;ilsail(l peas
.do

Soy beans
...;.(io
do
Corn and \'cl\-ct beans
Fall barley
Fallw-hcat

1 I'arl of lit.
- Oilier jtarl of lu.
3 Xot iira/.ed.
From April 17 to.lune Is. 11 dry and yenrlinfr P^PS followed I he ewes-anddambs tlocl;
After July 2, I lie 7ii ewes foliowod Lût"'lumUa and also grazed Field lu, ;i.7 acres soy be
'..'■! acres corn and soy beans.

SIZE OF LOTS AND METHODS OF FENCING AND GRAZING.

The convenient size for temporary pasture lots is determined
mainly l>y the size of the Hock. For health and for economical use
of the pasturaire it is undesirahle to keep sheep on the same ¿rromid
more than from 10 to 14 days. The most generally useful size of lot
is 1 acre to li^ sheep. This area on an average furnished 14 days'
feed.
Arranain^* the size of lots on the basis of 1 acre to i^ sheep is more
satisfactory than seeding larger areas and using hurdles to permit
advance to fresh feed each day. Less labor is necessary and by going
to entirely new ground after 10 or 12 days the danger of picking up
parasite larva* on ground grazed over earlier is prevenied. With a
1-acre lot for 25 ewes or correspondingly larger ones for larger flocks
it is an added advantage if their length is two or three times the
breadth. With a heavy crop of forage that would last longer than
was considered safe to hold the flock on the same ground, a short
piece of cross fence can readily be put down to divide the pasture into
two parts. The smaller lots are also convenient with purebred flocks
to provide for the separate pasturing of smaller lots of ram and ewe
lambs.
Movable fencing is not likely to be satisfactory for the outside-lot
fences unless the whole area to be used lies in a long strip with side
fences, when only two end pieces need to be in place at one time for
the ground being grazed.
A handy style of movable fence consists of a roll of .Sii-inch woven
wire supported by posts made of half-inch iron rods. This post is
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known as the Illinois post." Eight inches from the foot there is a
branch at right angles to the post. This branch runs out G or 8
inches and turns downward parallel with the post itself. This post
can be set readily by pressing on the branch with the foot. The shape
of the bottom part gives bracing enough to prevent pushing over by
the sheep. The bottom of the fence is kept in place by passing the
post between two of the lower wires. The top wire lies in a groove
made in the top of the post.
EFFECT ON THE LAND.

An increase of 100 per cent in the amount of pasturage produced
has been obtained during four years' use of #0 acres of land for temporary pasture experiments described in this bulletin. Tn IQIO this
;>0-acre field used exclusively in growing temporary pasture crops
grazed by sheep carried G yearling ewes and 22 ^-year-old ewes with
24 lambs. They were in rather low condition at the close of the pasture season. In 1019 the same land furnished good grazing for 70
ewes and GO lambs for 200 days and a considerable quantity of unused feed was plowed under.
This field is a low-lying, flat piece of land decidedly below average
fertility. The results obtained are far below what would be secured
on many farms, and demonstrates the advantages and general style
of practicing such a system rather than maximum quantity of feed
which can be produced. The soil is a heavy, silty clay, parts of
which, even after tile draining, are at times too wet for plowing in
summer months. It had been badly run down by cropping without
manure, as is shown by the poor returns in 1Í)1G, a season of average
rainfall. The improvement in soil condition has been due to the
manure left distributed upon the land by the sheep, to the plowing
in of unused parts of crops, and to other beneficial effects of legume
crops, soy beans in particular. In order to get satisfactory crops of
cowpeas and soy beans 40 tons of ground limestone and 2 tons of acid
phosphate in all were applied to 25 acres of the field in the fall of
19IG and in 1917. During the last three seasons 15 acres also received
a single application of manure at the rate of 10 tons of fresh manure
per acre.
The soil is too heavy to be benefited by trampling; in fact, holding
the sheep on the lots in wet times has had a harmful eflect. The
sheep were kept night and day upon the crop in use4 without access to
any other pasturage. Shade and water were provided in each lot.
* The Illmois ]><>s1 .-nul otlicr kinds of <'<|iiipim'n1 for slicrp raisers MIT illust rateil and
doscrilH'd in Fanners' liullctin sin, " Kquipnn'iit for Farm Slice]) liaising."
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FORAGE ROTATIONS FOR DIFFERENT SECTIONS.

Although the crops described seem best adapted to the section
near Washington, in which the farm is situated, it does not follow
that they would he best for sections in which climatic conditions are
very dissimilar. For instance, in New York and the New England
States, rye, oats and field peas, and rape should form the principal
part of the rotation, with alfalfa or permanent pasture to fill the ^ap
between rye and oats and field peas, the last two beina* grown together.
Plantings of rape following both of the crops woidd furnish feed
in the autumn as long as the sheep could be left out.
In the South Atlantic and Gulf Coast States a greater variety of
fora ire crops is available from Avhich to make selection. The following table indicates groups from which selection could be made, together with the months which they would be most desirable for sheep
pasture.
<îr,,

"I>.
1
i 2
3
4
5

(.
irops.

i WHoal, oiils, rye, Ti alian ryo prass, or rapr
Ivospcdo/.a, Bermuda grass, carpo) .grass, ripooals, alfalfa
I Karly varieties of soy beans and oowpeas
| Laie varietiesofsov beans,eowpoas, vclvel beans,sorghum and millet..
! Winter rye, oats, barley, wheat, ami rape

Tin,oavuilablo for
imsiuriiiK.
¡
|
i
.]

Jan. 1 in Apr. 30.
M ar. 1 ! o .! une 30.
June 1 to J uly 30.
July 1 to Xo\ . 30.
Oct. ].r> to Dec. .'U.

i Group 2 could be cut later for hay.

Group '2 consists of meadow or permanent pasture plants which
could be pastured for a few weeks each spring without danger of
serious infection from stomach worms. The choice of the crops from
each of these groups should depend upon the degree of success with
which they are grown in any particular section.
ROTATIONS WITH PERMANENT PASTURES, STUBBLE
FIELDS, AND TEMPORARY PASTURES.
AVhen it is not practicable to use a system of temporary pastures to
provide the change of pasture necessary for protection from parasites,
an eifective system can be arranged in the regular crop fields of most
stock farms, provided there is a sufficient number of fields having
sheep fence. It is necessary that the lambs, and so far as possible the
ewes, should be moved to new pasturage at intervals of not longer
than 2 weeks without returning to any land that has not been plowed
since it was grazed by sheep. In freezing weather these frequent
changes are not required from a health point of view.
In a plan of providing a change of pastures in a stock-farm crop
rotation, the earliest grazing is furnished by fall-sown wheat or rye.
This can be used for 2 weeks in freezing weather even though the
crop has been grazed previously during the winter. Following this,
the flock is placed on permanent grass pasture upon which there were
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no sheep during the previous year. If the second, or <rrass pasture,
free from infection, is not available, a red-clover crop is used. Ordinarily this would he the same land 111)011 which the sheep ¿rrazed wheat
at the be¿rinnin<r of the previous year. In most sections the danger
of infection in such case would not he a serious one. By the time the
third change is necessary some clover fields have usually been harvested for hay and the second growth can be used for grazing. At
this time of year (early fall) on farms producing such crops as mentioned for other livestock, lambs will usually be marketed. The ewes,
if necessary, can return to some of the same land previously used.
This does not allow the same degree of protection from parasites as
would exist if there were no pasturing the second time without intervening plowing, but the effects of the parasite are less serious in older
sheep, and treatment can be given to those ewes that show the need of
it, to prevent a serious setback.
For ewes or for lambs that are carried later in the year, later pasturage is furnished in the stubble fields of the grain crops, and after
that from rape sown in the cornfields. At a still later time the early
fall-sown grain furnishes pasturage, until the coming winter.
One or two acres of rape or some other forage crop will usually be
found desirable as an insurance against possible shortage of pasturage in other fields, and more particularly as a safe and satisfactory
feed for ewe lambs retained for breeding« and which can not safely
remain with the ewes, particularly if the latter are spending part of
their time upon land that may be infected.
SPECIALIZED SHEEP FARMING.
At present farms devoted mainly to sheep raising are not numerous.
The opportunity exists for specializing in sheep raising with the
same prospects of profit as are to be obtained from specializing in
other lines of livestock production. In a plan of specialized sheep
raising larger reliance necessarily would be placed upon temporary
pastures. The results of experiments reported in this bulletin demonstrate that with the rotation of grazing and plowing for reseeding,
land can be stocked heavily with sheep year after year without the
development of serious difficulties. The necessary winter feed for a
specialized sheep farm can be produced in connection with the regular
temporary pastures. Extra seedings of leguminous crops can be harvested for hay, and in most seasons there is likely to be a part of some
crop which is not needed for pasturing and can be cured for winter
feeding. With the product ion of silage for a part, of the roughage fed
in winter the amount of land required is reduced to a minimum.
MOST SUITABLE SOILS.

Land suitable for a system of this kind should be level or only
slightly rolling, and of a rather heavy soil texture in order that it
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will not. wash readily with the plowing necessary to provide the maximum amount of pasturage and protection from parasites.
PROTECTION FROM DOGS.

One of the principal drawbacks to sheep raising in the Kastern
States is the damage done by sheep-killing dogs. Practical protection
may be had in this system of fanning by making the outside fence
dogproof/' Hie construction of a fence of this sort, although practically impossible on lands generally used as sheep pastures, is easily
accomplished with little additional expense in level-lying lands as
mentioned above.
DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR.

At present the labor situation is one of the principal problems in
carrying on many agricultural projects. Day labor is practically
/rO&?/^><?/: —

/sO&C?/**/.

A

Hz/yr^r
04œ- G4/M¿>¿4/V¿¡GVS

a4&-G4/WZX4//&£4?
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ectezz- izzzi^z'z3¿^zzs

Fie. 7.—Showing a practicnl rotntion of crops for oncli field for Central AHaiiHc and
Corn-TVH States.

a thing of the past, so it is necessary for the farmer to arrange his
work so that he will be able to give constant employment to all his
men.
Specialized sheep farming oilers the advantage of more even distribution of labor throughout the year than most other forms of specialized farming. There is no particular rush season, as the lambing
season is over before the land is ready for spring planting. Other
plantings are necessarily made from time to time throughout the
summer in order that fresh pasturage may be available at all times.
Such harvesting as must be done comes at différent times throughout
the year when feed is available for cutting.
Figure T shows a model farm plan for specialized sheep raising,
and indicates a practical rotation of crops for each held for Central
Atlantic and Corn-Belt States.
0

See fi.Luire '27. Farmers' Bulletin 810, '* Fqiiipnient for Farm Sheep Raising."
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SUMMARY.
1. Sheep can be successfully and economically raised with temporary pastures.
2. Ximierous forage crops may )>e used for these pastures. The
kinds used should depend largely upon the soil and climatic conditions
in which they are to he ¿rrown.
3. More sheep can he raised per acre on temporary pastures than
could he raised on permanent pastures on soils of equal fertility.
4. Pasturing* sheep on annual crops makes it possible to rotate pastures morí1 frequently and thus lessen the danger of infection by
stomach worms and other internal parasites.
5. Temporary pastures, because they furnish an abundance of succulent <rreen feed at all times, tend to increase the milk flow and make
it more even throughout the lactation period.
0. Wheat, where it can be successfully orown, provides better
winter and early spring pasture for sheep than rye.
7. Oats and field peas together make an excellent spring pasture
for sheep.
S. On rather fertile land rape is the most economical forage for
sheep.
1). Soy beans make one of the best temporary pasture crops for
sheep where the soil is thin. This crop can be pastured from July
until the first frost.
10. Either alfalfa or sweet clover makes a very satisfactory pasture
for sheep, but care should be used to prevent bloat.
11. Pasturing sheep on small areas intensively cultivated makes it
practicable to protect sheep from do^s by the use of a do<rproof fence.
12. Specialized sheep farming provides an equal distribution of
labor throughout, thus eliminating one of the principal farm problems.

lg
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